The health implications of apologizing after an adverse event
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Abstract

Australia is working towards a National Open Disclosure Standard in which all adverse incidents are disclosed to patients in all health-care facilities in the country. Among the many good reasons for this approach, one that has not attracted attention is the possibility that disclosure of an adverse incident may moderate its impact on the recovery and general health of patients. In this article, we discuss this perspective with reference to relevant psychological and physiological literature. In the absence of existing research that pursues this specific hypothesis on disclosure and health effects, we called on the extensive evidence that analogous traumatic events can lead to a prolonged state of negative affect and hyperarousal that are deleterious to recovery and health. This state is called ‘unforgiveness’ by some psychologists. Research suggests that unforgiveness can be alleviated if people who feel aggrieved forgive those they blame for the harm. Forgiving is a complex process, but there is evidence that it is promoted by an apologetic response that incorporates expressions of responsibility, regret and intended action. With the exception of responsibility, these components are part of open disclosure as envisaged in the Standard. We conclude that there is preliminary support from the psychological and physiological literature for further investigation of the hypothesis that disclosure can moderate the recovery and health of patients after an adverse incident, provided that the disclosure incorporates an admission of responsibility.
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Introduction

In April 2008, the Australian Health Ministers [1] agreed to work towards the implementation of the National Open Disclosure Standard [2] in all health-care facilities in the country. The Standard requires health-care professionals to provide patients with accurate information about adverse events, the immediate consequences thereof, and about options to remedy the harm suffered by them. Health professionals must further provide patients and their families with a succinct summary of actions that will be taken to avoid future reoccurrences of similar incidents, ongoing support to relevant patients and their families and an expression of regret.

A review of the literature suggests that the disclosure of adverse events was driven by financial concerns that flowed from the so-called litigation crisis [3]. There is some evidence that disclosure after adverse events reduces the likelihood of litigation, and therefore also has economic benefits [4], but the evidence is not very strong and is not consistent [5]. There are, however, many other reasons for disclosing adverse events and apologizing to patients and their families. Most professionals feel a moral obligation to do so when they believe they are responsible for an adverse incident and patients and their families likewise expect it [6, 7]. Disclosing errors also accords with the ethical expectation that professionals must always communicate honestly with patients in order to allow them an opportunity to make autonomous decisions about their treatment [8, 9]. This is also the legal position, even though there is not currently a legal duty to disclose medical mistakes in Australia as is the case in Canada [10]. Openness about adverse events can also lead to an improvement in the quality of professional services if professionals and health providers examine their mistakes and take steps to prevent such errors in future. This is important as improvement in the quality of health services and the reduction in the risk that adverse events pose to patients in the course of treatment have become important both to professionals and the public.

A potential benefit of open disclosure of adverse events that appears to have been overlooked to date is that it may ameliorate the negative psychological and physiological consequences of the event. The literature on ‘hard news disclosure’, e.g. communication of a cancer diagnosis, provides evidence that effective and honest disclosure impacts positively on patient well-being [11]. It is reasonable to ask whether disclosure of adverse events may, in a similar fashion, moderate the negative impact of an adverse event
on the recovery and general health of patients. The aim of the following discussion is to explore the hypothesis that disclosure of an adverse event to patients will have a beneficial effect on their recovery and health. In the absence of existing research that specifically addresses the psychological–physiological impact of an adverse event on the functioning of patients, we reviewed the literature on psychological and physiological responses to harm, in general, as well as the effects of those responses on recovery and health.

Responses to harm

An adverse event is a stressor and people react to it as they would to any other stressor, with a psychological [12] and physiological stress response [13]. The psychological response consists of cognitive, affective and behavioural facets and the physiological process involves the immediate activation of the autonomic nervous system followed by activation of the HPA axis (hypothalamus, pituitary gland and adrenal cortex).

The physiological characteristics of the stress response are typified by the symptoms and signs associated with sympathetic nervous system responsivity, for instance, increased cardiovascular (e.g. blood pressure and heart rate) and perspiration (skin conductance) activity [14]. The activation of the HPA axis is less immediate and includes the secretion of cortisol, which enhances metabolic activity and elevates the levels of sugar and other nutrients in the blood.

In terms of psychological responses to harmful stressors, at a cognitive level, people usually try to find out what specifically went wrong; how serious it was, why it happened and who or what is to blame [12, 15, 16]. This cognitive investigation continues until the matter is resolved and closure is achieved. Simultaneous to the investigation, people make judgements on the information available to them. For example, if we apply the findings of Ohbuchi and Sato [17] to situations where patients perceive the cause of adverse events to have been the behaviour of medical practitioners, it is likely that patients might consider whether the practitioners in question could have controlled their behaviour and whether they made an effort to do so in concluding whether the behaviour was deliberate or negligent.

People attribute blame to someone based on this conclusion [12]. Where the cause of the harm is unclear, patients may attribute all, or part, of the blame to themselves. Irrespective of who they blame, people will characteristically experience emotions of depression [18], anxiety [18], anger [19] and hostility [18]. In the case of self-blame, there may in addition be feelings of guilt and shame [20]. These emotions, but particularly shame, lead to anger which people typically turn on themselves [20]. Considering these findings, it is likely that patients could, after an adverse event, present as uncooperative, angry, blaming and condemnatory, or distraught and self-abusive.

At the behavioural level, people who experience a stress reaction either want to flee or fight. People who completely or partially blame themselves for an adverse incident may try to flee the situation by, in extreme cases, attempting suicide. Where patients blame professionals, they may try to avoid them and others associated with them, thereby preventing themselves from obtaining optimal care and treatment. A stress reaction might also lead to withdrawal from other people, thereby missing positive social interaction and support that are of fundamental importance to people [21], especially when they are experiencing a crisis. The fight response often takes the form of revenge-taking behaviour [22]. In the context of a professional–patient relationship, revenge behaviour may, for instance, take the form of formal complaints or litigation. Even if patients did not go to these extremes, their relationships with their professionals would be the antithesis of the ideal professional relationship that should be characterized by trust, co-operation and shared decision-making [8].

When there is no, or inadequately open, disclosure of adverse events, patients are more likely to be at risk of experiencing these stress responses which may, in turn, negatively impact on their health and recovery.

Dealing with negative affect and hyperarousal

There are a large number of methods of dealing with the immediate negative affect and hyperarousal that follows an adverse event [23–25]. As these experiences are aversive, most people try to eliminate or reduce them by forgiving those they blame for the event. That is, they let go of grudge feelings and, in some cases, develop positive feelings. This may also involve reconciliation, the interpersonal process of re-establishing a relationship of trust with another. Where there is no need for the relationship to continue, forgiving should be enough, but in other cases, such as those where there is a need for continued association such as between patients and their health professionals, reconciliation is required. Worthington and Scherer [13], however, believe that some people use ruminations about an incident to maintain a state of negative affect and hyperarousal. Worthington and Scherer call this a state of unforgiveness—an unfortunate term given that forgiving is not the only way of resolving this state, but we will use it because there is not currently a term that accurately captures the resentment, bitterness and hostility that wronged people feel. After an adverse event, an unforgiving patient may persistently revisit the incident in a way that perpetuates negative thoughts and emotions. Such a patient is therefore likely to be constantly feeling angry with the situation and those they blame for it. In contrast, a patient who has forgiven those responsible for the incident is less likely to be angry and resentful and more likely to re-engage with medical treatment.

Although this may not necessarily be the case with patients, research findings with the primary and secondary victims of crime [26, 27] indicate that maintaining a state of unforgiveness may be functional for some people who feel aggrieved in that it protects them from further harm or assists them in engaging in constructive ways of dealing with their circumstances. In general, however, sustaining these
negative affects and hyperarousal may hamper recovery of people who feel aggrieved [18] and lead to them experiencing a range of health problems [28–31].

Possible pathways between forgiveness and recovery and health

Researchers have identified a number of pathways that may individually or collectively explain the association between forgiveness and unforgiveness on the one hand and recovery and health on the other hand [31–33]. These include neurological and social mechanisms [31–33]. For instance, in the health context, unforgiving patients may avoid professionals [35] and other people [36] who can assist and support them.

At present, however, the most fully developed support for the hypothesis that forgiveness can lead to better health outcomes following an adverse event is provided by research findings that forgiveness leads to a reduction of negative affect and associated physiological reactivity [32]. Researchers believe that decreased immune system activity, allostatics, contraction of digestion and decreased release of hormones that has been associated with the stress of unforgiveness may impair the recovery of people and their health [13].

Research that has examined associations between unforgiving and forgiving, emotional affect and physiological arousal has produced varied findings. There has been some evidence that forgiving is associated with decreased subjective stress [37], depression [14, 38], anxiety [32, 39], hostility [19, 32, 40] and anger [32, 41]. Forgiveness has also been associated with increased positive affect and self-esteem [42]. These characteristics represent a marked contrast to the description of an unforgiving patient in the previous section of the paper.

There is empirical evidence for links between forgiveness and unforgiveness and immediate physiological responses. Findings have shown associations between forgiving and reduced cortisol reactivity [40] and lower haematocrit levels, and lower white cell counts and higher toxicity prevention activity levels [43]. Wirtzvet et al. [44] similarly found that forgiveness imagery decreased sympathetic nervous system reactivity measured by facial electromyography, skin conductance, heart rate and blood pressure (also see ref. 45). Further evidence comes from Lawler et al. [46] who found that forgiving of a recalled betrayal by college students was associated with lower cardiovascular reactivity. Lawler et al. [32] found an association between forgiveness and five measures of health (symptom checklists, number of medications taken, self-report of sleep quality, fatigue and somatic complaints). However, direct evidence that forgiveness is related to recovery, enduring health or disease is still virtually non-existent outside laboratory settings [28].

Promotion of forgiving after adverse incidents

Notwithstanding that the evidence is not strong, the majority view among authors who write about the association between forgiving and health appears to be that there is considerable support for the conclusion that it may be good for the health of people if they forgive wrongdoers. Despite the lack of research that specifically focuses on patients who have experienced an adverse event, analogous findings seem to present strong enough evidence to submit that it is worthwhile to promote forgiving by patients after adverse events.

Forgiving is, however, a complex process which is still poorly understood [49]. Factors that play a role include patients’ perceptions of the seriousness of the harm [49], the level of responsibility they attribute to the professional [50], their personalities (including whether they have a forgiving disposition) and socio-cognitive factors [22, 51, 52].

Another factor that may play a role in forgiving is whether professionals respond to patients in an apologetic way after a harmful event [24, 53]. The process by which apologetic responses influence forgiving is not clear, and an apology is neither a prerequisite [54, 55] nor a guarantee [54] of forgiveness.

The Standard does not require or suggest that professionals should offer an apology in the course of disclosure, but recommends the expression of regret. The term ‘apology’ is cited in related literature, such as the Health Care Professionals Handbook [56], but neither apology nor an expression of regret is defined. A similar lack of clarity regarding apologies can be found in the report prepared by the Legal Process Reform Group of the Australian Health Ministers’ Advisory Council [3]. The use of the phrase ‘an apology or expression of regret’ in paragraphs 4.28 and 4.31 suggests that the authors believe that an apology differs from an expression of regret. This impression is confirmed when the authors say in paragraph 4.31 that an apology is not an admission of liability without saying the same about expressions of regret. The wording in the paragraph appears to suggest that an apology is an expression of regret plus something which is not an admission of liability [57].

Researchers have found that an expression of regret with no admission of fault is not as effective as more comprehensive apologies in facilitating forgiving and reconciliatory behaviour in harmed people [58]. It is therefore likely that patients may require more than a mere expression of regret after an adverse event, and this is borne out by Iedema et al. [6], finding that:
interviewees who expressed satisfaction about the disclosure process were typically those whose expectations of a full apology...and an offer of tangible support were met (p. 10).

A full apology is one that consists of an admission of responsibility for causing the harm, an expression of regret, and action to remedy the harm and to prevent future occurrences of similar incidents [58–60]. An apology of this nature may work at a number of levels in promoting forgiving [61].

The admission of responsibility component of an apology first provides patients with information that will help them understand the situation. This is likely to help them achieve at least some sense of closure [62, 63] and allow them to stop their search for information. Secondly, by acknowledging responsibility, professionals communicate that they recognize patients as autonomous people who have the right, and ability, to make decisions about their treatment. This in turn will help patients regain some sense of control [15], make them feel empowered and revive their self-esteem [64]. Finally, patients who receive a formal admission of responsibility are likely to feel that they are being dealt with fairly and respectfully [6] and therefore may be less inclined to engage in either revenge or withdrawal behaviour.

The expression of regret component of apologies may first assist patients to develop more positive perceptions of the characters of professionals [65, 66]. This will help dispel perceptions that the behaviour of professionals was controllable and avoidable, and therefore intentional [67]. Although patients may still attribute blame to professionals, its intensity should be reduced. An expression of regret may, secondly, facilitate patients’ ability to develop empathy with professionals. Some researchers see empathy as the key to forgiving [22, 67, 68] because empathic patients are more likely to recognize that unintended outcomes occur, that other circumstances may have contributed to the incident [69], that it is human to err and that they themselves may also have caused people harm [70].

Research findings in other areas suggest that it is likely that in the context of adverse incidents, patients will be looking for actions from professionals that are aimed at correcting the harm, taking care of their immediate needs and taking steps to prevent a repeat of similar incidents in future [6]. Action by professionals who address the needs of patients provides some confirmation that the offered apologies are genuine [66].

If open disclosure incorporating an apology has the benefits postulated here, there is the potential for a healthier outcome for patients that contrasts with the negative effects of stress responses associated with adverse events where there has been inadequate or no disclosure. Disclosure as defined in the Standard [2] includes all the components discussed in this section, with the notable exception of admission of responsibility.

**Conclusion**

The aim of this paper was to explore a hypothesis that disclosure by professionals of adverse events might ameliorate the negative psychological and physiological consequences of adverse events, which may in turn moderate the negative impact of an adverse event on the recovery and general health of patients. Not surprisingly, no research could be found that dealt specifically with the impact of an adverse event on the recovery and health of patients. There is, however, a body of psychological literature that indicates that patients’ psychological—physiological responses to adverse incidents may impair their recovery and health, especially if the response is prolonged. There is also some evidence that suggests that forgiving by patients of the professionals they blame for the adverse event may moderate the effects of the incident on their recovery and health. There is no research that specifically examines whether disclosure of an incident will help patients to forgive professionals after an adverse event. Nevertheless, the evidence that has been synthesized from relevant areas of research indicates that an apology that incorporates an admission of responsibility, an expression of regret and some action by professionals to deal with the needs of patients may promote forgiving.

Therefore, while much more research is required, there is modest evidence on a series of intermediate steps that might plausibly connect a policy of disclosure with better health outcomes, especially if the disclosure incorporates an apology and an admission of responsibility. At the least, this appears to be a perspective that is worthy of further empirical investigation.
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